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------------------------ BetterPrivacy is an application designed to protect your web browser from being
spied by unauthorized websites and websites that store personal data for other purposes. Although
different web browsers do their best to avoid the issue of third-party web sites constantly tracking
your browsing patterns, sometimes privacy holes present themselves and as such it is necessary to
eliminate or reduce this form of tracking, such as the storage of cookies. In this case, BetterPrivacy is
the perfect solution. It is a Firefox addon that works by helping you to delete all types of cookies that
may be used by third-party web sites. Its main purpose is to protect your privacy and to make your
browsing sessions safe from unnecessary trackers, such as those of social media sites and other
online shops. BetterPrivacy features: ------------------------ This unique browser addon protects your
private data through the deletion of all types of cookies (calls: LSOs, Flash cookies, and GA or PPN
cookies). It also provides the option to automatically delete all LSOs in Firefox whenever you quit the
browser. BetterPrivacy scans your web browser and displays all the cookies found. They are then
easily selectable in the options menu and each of them has a corresponding tab showing its name,
size, link, creation and modification dates. It is also possible to exclude certain cookies from the
removal process using the exclusion list. BetterPrivacy detects whether an LSO is newly added or
modified, so you can also be alerted if new cookies are stored, and be notified by a hotkey assigned.
The preferences of the addon can be easily changed at any time, and the interface is very intuitive
and easy to use. Customer Support: ----------------- From the team: Trying the demo Bug reports More
information Tell us what you think. We listen to your feedback. Awards: ------- Disclaimer: -----------
BetterPrivacy's developers do not accept responsibility for the use of any of the information provided
by BetterPrivacy or by any person mentioned in any page of this site. It should also be noted that
BetterPrivacy is neither a virus nor malware application. BetterPrivacy Advantages: ------------------------
- Automatically deletes all LSOs from Firefox - The list of all cookies stored in your web browser is
displayed - Easy and intuitive interface - Protects users from unauthorized web sites - Supports all
current Firefox versions - Works with any operating system that uses Firefox, as long as it runs under
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============== Keep your private browsing session secret from snoopers! Delete LSOs (Local
Shared Objects) cookies from Firefox automatically or be notified when a new one is created. Best
practices: it's not necessary to perform a scan after changing your settings you don't need to delete
the LSOs if you don't want them anymore you can see the list of the cookies you'll remove, it's easy
to see which one is the one you want to delete it's possible to limit the scan to the last restart or
even to a specific time if you can't find the cookie, you can remove it manually from the list app info:
* it's not necessary to perform a scan after changing your settings * you don't need to delete the
LSOs if you don't want them anymore * it's possible to limit the scan to the last restart or even to a
specific time * you can see the list of the cookies you'll remove, it's easy to see which one is the one
you want to delete * if you can't find the cookie, you can remove it manually from the list Rating:
(4.6) 12345 Report bad link Check out these tips and tricks for Firefox to increase your browsing
performance, speed up Firefox web browsers, and even some useful tricks to increase your overall
web browsing experience. Continue reading BetterPrivacy is a Firefox add-on able to protect your
sensitive data from unauthorized viewing by removing the cookies stored by web browsers.
Compared to other similar applications that aim to delete all types of cookies, BetterPrivacy deals
with a special type of cookies, namely Flash cookies, or the so-called LSOs (Local Shared Objects).
This type of cookies cannot be located in your web browser, so this is why you need to use dedicated
tools like BetterPrivacy to help you get rid of them on the go. Basically, it proves to be very easy to
work with this tool, as it automatically scans your web browser and displays the found cookies. You
can view information about the LSOs, namely link, name, size, and date when they were last
modified. Furthermore, it is possible to manually select the cookies from the list to be removed, or
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make BetterPrivacy automatically delete them when you close Firefox, or at a specified time.
Additionally, you can be notified when 3a67dffeec
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- Easily remove Flash cookies from web browser - Easily remove Local Shared Objects (LSOs) - Easily
move Flash cookies to another browser - Easily move Local Shared Objects (LSOs) to another
browser - Easily delete LSOs - Easily exclude LSOs by domain - Easily exclude LSOs by IP address -
Easily exclude LSOs by link - Easily exclude Flash cookies from web browser - Easily exclude Flash
cookies from other browser - Easily reopen last closed session - Hide cookie dialog from web browser
- Create profile with web browser to remove web browser cookies - Clear history - Clear cookies -
Clear text search history - Clear form data - Clear URL - Hide search history - Hide autofill - Hide
autofill history - Hide autocomplete - Disable thumbnails for images - Force compatibility mode -
Enable Force Firefox for Mac security indicator - Enable Firebug - Find new LSOs after close Firefox -
Hide address bar - Hide address bar history - Hide status bar - Hide status bar navigation - Hide
address bar location bar - Hide login page - More settings can be easily accessed via the Settings
panel - Setup permission - Setup: the application itself - Support - Additional languages This
application is also compatible with Windows XP and later. Visit BetterPrivacy website V2.1.0 - Added
command for removing Flash cookies in Chrome - Added onload event handler for LSOs and search
history - Added window focus check for Flash cookies - Added Clear Host for LSOs - Added preference
for "auto close on page leave" - Added option to restart Firefox if not already running - Added option
to specify a new URL after a page has been opened - Added option to exclude LSOs for domain -
Added option to exclude LSOs for link - Added option to exclude LSOs for IP address - Added options
to exclude LSOs by name and by size - Added option to exclude Flash cookies from web browser -
Added option to exclude Flash cookies from other browser - Added option to exclude links from LSOs
- Added option to exclude login page from LSOs - Added option to exclude images from LSOs - Added
option to check web browser for new LSOs on exit - Added option to view new LSO

What's New in the?

BetterPrivacy is a free and easy-to-use application that helps you to protect your sensitive data, like
personal information, passwords, and bank details, from unauthorized viewing or interception.
BetterPrivacy description BetterPrivacy description in other languages ... What's New Version 1.2.1: -
improved the import of data from a file - fixed some bugs - improved the import of data from a
fileMajor Caves of the Judean Hills The Major Caves of the Judean Hills () were discovered in 1953 by
a survey party working under the British Mandate for Palestine, during a study of underground water
resources in the region. There were seven major caves, each extending for several kilometres, with a
total length of over 14 km. They are located near the southern tip of the Dead Sea plain, in southern
Israel, and were later referred to by Israeli archaeologists as the Giv'at HaEnon Cave System (,
Bezalel Cave System) because of their proximity to the city of Bezalel. The caves were excavated
between 1953 and 1955. Between 1953 and 1967, archaeologists with the Israel Antiquities
Authority (IAA) also undertook research at the caves. Most of the caves were located within a small
distance from each other. They have been continuously exposed to air and erosion by water through
the millennia. The caves consist of low domes of variable shape, which develop in the limestone
bedrock of the Mediterranean coastal plain. They are mostly stable because they are only lightly
fractured. The total volume of the caves is about and they contain a total of almost of rock strata.
Geology The Judean Hills are a mountain range in southwestern Israel. Their average elevation is and
their highest elevation is at Tel Kativ. The Caves Numerous medium-sized caves or natural caverns
dot the area. The caves are mostly located in the bedrock, where they developed by solution of the
limestone over millions of years. Though the formation of the caves must have been gradual, their
rock strata show the existence of two seismic events. The first was a major earthquake that
preceded the formation of these caves by thousands of years. The second was the creation of the
major caves, called "synchronizing" (Synchronized, dorot bezalel), i.e., they are all "synchronized", or
was triggered simultaneously. The first event occurred in the Middle Pleist
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System Requirements For BetterPrivacy:

Emulators: MINGW (Windows), CShell (Linux), NDS Loader (Linux), NDS Emulator (Windows)
Processor: Intel Core i3 @ 2.40 GHz or AMD Athlon II X4 @ 2.4 GHz RAM: 1 GB RAM (2 GB
recommended) Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 460 or AMD Radeon HD 6570 or equivalent Sound:
1.0-4.0 GHz sound card (recommended) HDD space:
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